Natural Stone

Elegant atmospheres for a welcoming and enticing bathroom space.
Antolini’s Belvedere granite transforms the bathroom of a luxury apartment into a treasure chest of
all-encompassing beauty.

Characterized by unparalleled decorative potential, Antolini Belvedere granite is the ideal solution
for creating sophisticated, high-end environments. This is especially the case with the bathroom of
this luxurious Vicenza apartment where this beautiful stone results in a unique, welcoming and
incredibly precious atmosphere.
Here, the extensive walls covered in Belvedere stone produce theatrical backdrops of rare
beauty, unleashing a surprising sensation of light, which emerges from a highly characterful dark
base. The black walls, from which a pattern of veins appears – sometimes bronze, sometimes
golden, occasionally even lighter like mother of pearl – dictate the style and setting of the entire
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bathroom, giving it the appearance of a priceless treasure chest of absolute intimacy. It is a
natural spectacle that on its own is sufficient to enchant all those who enter.
A restrained decor, minimal but highly sophisticated and perfectly positioned, is enough to
complete the space. The central element of the furnished wall is the horizontal wooden top – on
which the rectangular basin sink rests – that features three large drawers beneath, where one can
sort every personal hygiene item in an orderly and discreet way. Above, a large circular mirror
reflects the opposite wall, which is also outfitted in natural Belvedere stone. Besides acting as a
window that expands the space, the mirror also reveals itself as a perfect and absolute form in
which to find balance.
The wooden ladder, leaning against the wall, is an original detail and can be used as a towel
holder or a coat hanger. The concrete-colored stool is elegant in its simplicity and is embellished
with a gold band that is perfectly matched to the precious tones of the surrounding environment. A
freestanding bathtub with soft and inviting lines gives airiness and visual freedom to the entire
space, making it an ideal room where to spend moments of intense relaxation. Finally, the
presence of a green plant next to the large window sets up a fascinating and harmonious dialogue
between two worlds that are different, yet both created by the force of Mother Nature: the
vegetable kingdom of the plant on one hand and the mineral world represented by the Belvedere
granite. It is a magnificent abstract painting created in the bowels of the earth.
Belvedere

Belvedere expands and extends spaces, giving breath and breadth to the environments. Deep and
luminous at the same time, this Antolini granite has an enigmatic and complex personality
because, despite emerging from a dark background, it transmits great light and vitality. The veins
erupt with surprising blazes of color and flashes of life from the elegant background shattered by
slashes of ice. Imposing and powerful, Belvedere both catches the eye and spoils the observer,
providing an unexpected and provocative beauty.
www.antolini.com
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ABOUT ANTOLINI
Antolini is a leader in the field of natural stone production and has been on the cutting edge of the
industry for over 60 years. Founded by Luigi Antolini in Verona in 1956, the company is currently active in
182 countries and has over 270 employees. Antolini’s headquarters are located in Cavaion Veronese,
and also has production and distribution units in Brazil, India and Turkey, numerous regional offices
throughout Italy and showrooms all over the world.
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